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Age is the strongest predictor of hearing loss in adults. Roughly 25 percent of people over age 65 (since 360 million people worldwide) have some form of hearing impairment. Receptive communication problems are associated with social isolation, depression, and dementia in the elderly. Among the auditory hallmarks of aging, difficulty perceiving speech in noise (SIN) ranks among the most consistent challenges. Unfortunately, even when hearing aids correct audibility, they often fail to improve these real-world listening skills. Moreover, while pathological changes in the inner ear are well established, less is known about how the rest of the brain—actually responsible for interpreting speech, language, and cognitive signals—is affected by hearing loss. This has guided emerging brain imaging work to identify changes in nervous system function (sometimes called central presbycusis) that might account for older adults’ SIN processing deficits. But how does one identify changes in the vast neural networks that process speech and language as our auditory system begins to fade?

To address these questions, our group has recently been harnessing big data science techniques to identify changes in brain organization that accompany hearing loss. These tools, including machine learning, neural decoding, and functional connectivity, have allowed us to identify subtle changes in listeners’ brain activity that are related to not only their SIN perception but also the severity of their hearing impairment. The approach is entirely data-driven, capitalizing on the rich complexity of EEG brainwaves that we record during simple perceptual tasks (e.g., phoneme identification).

HARNESSING BIG DATA FROM THE BRAIN

In a series of recent studies, we recruited 32 older adults (aged 52-72 years), roughly half of whom had normal hearing (NH) and the other half with hearing impairment (HI) defined based on their behavioral audiogram. Age and gender were matched between groups. HI listeners had relatively mild hearing loss with typical high-frequency threshold elevations characteristic of age-related presbycusis. We then recorded multichannel (32 electrodes) EEGs as they performed rapid speech and SIN perception tasks. We used neural classifiers to “decode” (i.e., classify) the EEG data and predict the listeners’ hearing status based on their brain response to speech alone. This allowed us to also determine when and where the brain best differentiates NH from HI listeners (Fig. 1).

Our data showed that listeners could be correctly classified as having (or not having) hearing loss at over 80 percent accuracy. Interestingly, left hemisphere responses were also more predictive of hearing impairment than those of the right hemisphere, consistent with the brain’s leftward dominance of speech-language processing. This confirmed there is ample information in the richness of EEG signals to determine a person’s hearing status objectively and without the audio-gram. But which brain areas drive these hearing-related changes in the cortex?

To address this question, we applied “variable/feature” selection tools from machine learning, which aimed to identify the most important structures among speech-sensitive brain areas that differed between hearing groups. For clean speech, this analysis identified a core set of 12 brain areas among more than 1428 EEG measurements that differed between groups. These included typical suspects of the speech-language system including auditory, inferior frontal (i.e., Broca’s area), and parietal cortex.

More interestingly, in both groups, an overlapping but more expansive network was engaged for SIN processing, including the motor system (precentral gyrus) and areas in the right...
The involvement of the “non-language” side of the brain as well as non-auditory regions suggests that older adults require additional neural resources to help compensate for and aid in the analysis of degraded speech. These findings are exciting because they suggest a misallocation of brain resources that might explain why older adults expend more listening effort to understand speech in noisy environments.

In related studies, we applied techniques from a branch of mathematics called graph theory to map changes in brain network organization due to hearing loss. Doing so allows us to visualize the web of neural circuitry involved in, for example, speech perception and characterize how different brain areas communicate with one another during those behaviors (i.e., functional connectivity).

These experiments have revealed large-scale changes in the topology of the brain’s networks even with mild degrees of hearing loss (Fig. 2a). For example, we found that HI listeners have more extended, chain-like brain networks whereas NH listeners have a more integrated, star-like organization. A chain-like graph (HI) is less efficient at circulating information than a star-like (NH) graph. Therefore, the more extended neural pathways in HI listeners might again reflect a form of compensatory processing, where additional cortical resources are marshaled to make up for lost sensory clarity from the cochlea. At the very least, our findings provide intriguing evidence that the brain starts to reorganize at a fairly global level with age-related hearing loss. Whether the same reorganization occurs in younger HI listeners remains to be seen.

Similarly, we have looked in more detail at how hearing loss affects specific auditory and language circuits of the brain (Fig. 2b). The connection between primary auditory cortex (PAC) and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (canonical Broca’s area) is responsible for the encoding of complex sounds and further linguistic interpretation of speech signals, respectively. Interestingly, this important language circuit is engaged in both NH and HI listeners during SIN perception tasks but to a varying degree. Transmission from auditory to language areas (i.e., PAC→IFG) is similar between groups. But information flow in the reverse direction is stronger in HI listeners. These findings suggest listeners with age-related hearing loss have stronger top-down communication than their NH peers when processing speech. Moreover, the relative weighting between afferent versus efferent neural signaling seems to change. More top-down control might be needed in HI listeners to compensate for poorer sensory information from the inner ear to help maintain adequate speech understanding.

Unfortunately, these types of analyses cannot determine the cause of the hearing-related changes we see in the EEG. In addition to peripheral damage, changes in central auditory pathways, decreased cortical gray and white matter, and eventually age-related atrophy that limits cognitive capacities all contribute to hearing issues in older adults. Regardless of the underlying etiology, it is clear that changes in hearing manifest in a widespread neural reorganization, which is decodable in scalp-recorded cortical potentials. But is there any utility for brain decoding in clinical hearing assessment?

Gold-standard hearing diagnostics rely on the behavioral audiogram. These are threshold (detection) measures and arguably, do not tap the complex processing relevant for robust SIN understanding. Instead, objective techniques can provide...
diagnostics for difficult-to-test or uncooperative patients (e.g., infants). Fortunately, several physiological measures are available in the audiologists’ test battery (e.g., ABR, OAEs). However, these tools offer only a limited snapshot of certain hearing subsystems (e.g., cochlear or brainstem integrity) rather than the perceptual-cognitive processes of speech communication. Moreover, while the ABR is normally recognized as having 90/80 percent sensitivity/specificity in detecting hearing loss, it has difficulty distinguishing audiometric configurations and is largely insensitive to hearing losses within the slight to mild range (i.e., < 35 dB HL). Speech-evoked EEG might circumvent several of these shortcomings.

While multichannel EEG and cortical response testing are outside the typical audiologist’s scope of practice, we hope that more widespread use of these objective measures and brain decoding techniques might become more widely available in the near future. Additional research is needed to see if these techniques can identify not only the presence or absence of hearing loss but also the different degrees of loss and audiometric configurations. Still, the use of wearable technologies for digital health care is rapidly growing, and mobile (wireless) EEG is becoming mainstream for at-home monitoring of various aspects of brain health. Conceivably, such portable devices coupled with the ever-expanding developments in machine learning and artificial intelligence might offer new neurodiagnostics to identify early hearing issues, perhaps even before they are apparent via current clinical measures.
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